Java Developer

Eyeview (www.eyeviewdigital.com), an innovative video technology start-up, is looking for a talented and highly motivated Java developer. The developer will have a key impact on Eyeview’s innovative video advertising technology which is used by brands and advertising agencies worldwide. He/She will join the R&D team in Tel Aviv, IL and will work on scaling complex systems and cutting-edge BigData solutions, scaling the Eyeview platform to its growing demand.

About the company
Eyeview, an innovative video technology start-up, helps brands better leverage their TV commercials in the digital medium. Eyeview’s post production video technology enables brands to deliver personal and localized messages in real-time to their viewers, making ads more relevant and more effective. The solution keeps best in class TV broadcast quality for online campaigns and runs instantly on all players, publishers, devices, and screens. Eyeview is backed by Gemini Israel Funds, LightSpeed Venture Partners, Innovation Endeavors and Nauta Capital, as well as by private investors.

Links to read about the company – AdAge, Business Insider, Globes, Video News, Digiday Video Awards

Position requirements
• 1-2 years of Java development experience, with emphasis on highly scalable environments
• Experience with SQL (MySql, Sql Server)
• Very strong Linux skills
• B.Sc. in Computer Science
• Experience building Cloud-based (AWS) systems – advantage
• Experience building NoSql-based systems – advantage
• Experience developing in Python – advantage

Personal requirements
• Highly motivated and self-driven
• Able to work in a fast-growing and dynamic environment
• Have a sense of humor

Other
• The developer will report to the CTO
• Start date immediate from Eyeview’s Tel Aviv office

Please send resume to: Jobs@eyeviewdigital.com